Towards a competence-based approach to allocate teams to tasks
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ABSTRACT

We tackle the problem of allocating teams to tasks. For that, we propose a novel allocation problem that matches teams with tasks based on the similarity between the competencies required by the tasks and the competencies offered by teams. We formally cast our problem as an optimisation problem, characterise the size of its search space, and outline a heuristic approach to solve it.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Team formation is a line of research that has received much attention within the artificial intelligence and multiagent systems' literature. For example, [6] studies the formation of robot teams for search and rescue missions, and [11] forms teams for unmanned aerial vehicles for surveillance missions. There are several challenges linked to team formation, such as forming a single or multiple teams that satisfy some desirable properties, or are stable under a game theoretic point of view. In this work we focus on the problem of allocating teams to tasks requiring multiple competencies. The existing literature has studied different types of matching problems between teams and tasks. [1, 2, 9] study the formation of a single team to be matched with a single task. Forming a single team to resolve multiple tasks is studied in [7]; while [4] studies the formation of multiple teams to resolve the same task. Finally, [6] and [5] address how to form multiple teams to resolve multiple tasks while admitting overlaps of different sorts. This means that an agent might be part of multiple teams, a team might tackle multiple tasks, and multiple tasks might be assigned the same task. Allocating teams to multiple tasks disregarding overlaps has been studied in [8] and [12]. However, both [8] [12] exhibit practical limitations: limited scalability, and not expressive enough competence models.

In this work, we focus on this last problem and work towards a competence-based approach to solve it without significant practical limitations.

2 ALLOCATING TEAMS TO TASKS PROBLEM

Within a known multiagent system, we can determine a fixed set of competencies, denoted by $C$; where each competence represents a specified capability, skill, characteristic or piece of knowledge. Each agent is characterised by their competencies. Formally, given a set $A$ of agents, with $|A| = n$, the competencies of a are $C_a \subseteq C$. Similarly, we describe each task by means of its required competencies, i.e., the necessary competencies a team must count on to successfully fulfill the task. We complete the specification of a task with the relative importance of each competence in the task and the required team size. Formally, task $\tau$ is given by $(id_\tau, C_\tau, w_\tau, s_\tau)$, where $id_\tau$ is a unique identifier, $C_\tau \subseteq C$ are the required competencies, $w_\tau : C_\tau \rightarrow (0, 1)$ is a weighted function, and $s \in \mathbb{N}_\tau$ is the required team size. The set of all tasks is denoted by $T$, with $|T| = m$. Given task $\tau \in T$, we denote the set of all size-compliant teams for $\tau$ as $\mathcal{K}_\tau = \{K \subseteq A : |K| = s_\tau\}$.

2.1 Suitability of a team for a task

Whether a size-compliant team is suitable for some task, and the degree of this suitability, is determined via competencies. That is, on the one hand a task $\tau$ specifies a set of required competencies $C_\tau$ that are necessary for the task to be successfully solved. On the other hand, a team of agents, $K \subseteq A$, $|K| = s_\tau$, collectively possess a set of competencies $C_K = \bigcup_{a \in K} C_a$. Thus, the suitability of $K$ to $\tau$ primarily depends on the matching between $\tau$’s required competencies and those collectively offered by $K$.

One step further, it is natural to assume that each agent shall be responsible for some of the required competencies; and collectively, considering the responsibilities assigned to all team members, the team should cover all competencies required by the task. In order to assign responsibilities, we require a number of properties to be satisfied by any allocation. First and foremost, each required competence must be assigned to at least one team member. This ensures that all requirements will be covered by the team. Also, we need that each member contributes to the task by adopting at least one competence as their responsibility. Moreover, we limit the number of competencies that each agent can undertake to avoid overloading. To capture such requirements, we built on the inclusive competence allocation introduced in [3]:

**Definition 2.1 (Fair Competence allocation Function (FCAF)).**

Given a task $\tau$ and a size-compliant team of agents $K$, we say that $\eta_{\tau \rightarrow K} : K \rightarrow 2^{C_\tau}$ is a fair competence allocation function if it satisfies:

1. $\bigcup_{a \in K} \eta_{\tau \rightarrow K}(a) = C_\tau$; and (ii) $1 \leq |\eta_{\tau \rightarrow K}(a)| \leq \left\lfloor \frac{|C_\tau|}{|K|} \right\rfloor$.
Therefore, given an FCAF $\eta_{\tau \rightarrow K}$, we can determine the suitability of team $K$ to $\tau$ by aggregating the suitability of each team member to their assigned competencies. For any agent $a \in K$ and each of its assigned competencies $c \in \eta_{\tau \rightarrow K}(a)$, there is a competence $c'$ possessed by $a$ (i.e., $c' \in C_a$) that is the most similar to $c$. That is, $a$'s suitability to $\tau$ is determined via the maximum degree of similarity between all assigned competencies, $\eta_{\tau \rightarrow K}(a)$, and those possessed by $a, \eta_a$. Thus, if $f(a, \eta_{\tau \rightarrow K})$ determines the suitability of agent $a$ to its assigned competencies, then $\prod_{a \in K} f(a, \eta_{\tau \rightarrow K})$ is $K$ team's suitability to $\tau$.

### 2.2 Defining the optimisation problem

Given a set of different tasks $T$ (with $|T| = m$), and a population of agents $A$ (with $|A| = n$), the problem to solve is the following: (i) form non-overlapping teams from the agents in $A$, and (ii) match each task with at most one size-compliant team so that the overall teams' suitability is maximised. Let $g : T \rightarrow 2^A$ be an allocation function and $G$ the family of all allocation functions. Then, we determine the overall teams' suitability in $g$ as the product of the suitability of each team to its assigned task. Thus, the optimal allocation function $g^*$ is such that $g^*(\tau) \cap g^*(\tau') = \emptyset$ for every pair or tasks $\tau \neq \tau'$, $|g^*(\tau)| = s_\tau$ for every $\tau \in T$, and:

$$g^* = \arg\max_g \prod_{\tau \in T} \left( \prod_{a \in g(\tau)} f(a, \eta_{\tau \rightarrow g(\tau)}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Note that in equation 1 we use $\eta^*$, i.e., the optimum FCAF of each pair $\langle \tau, g^*(\tau) \rangle$ for $\tau \in T$. Thus, the optimum FCAF should be the one that maximises the team's suitability, i.e. maximises $\prod_{\tau \in T} f(a, \eta_{\tau \rightarrow g(\tau)})$. To determine the overall team's suitability in an allocation function $g$, we need to solve one separate optimisation problem for each task. Each of these $|T|$ optimisation problems is a local competence allocation problem for each task. Next, we study the space of allocation functions $G$.

### 2.3 Characterising the search space

The purpose of this section is to characterise the search space defined by the optimisation problem described above. This amounts to quantifying the number of feasible team allocation functions in $G$. For that, we start by splitting the tasks in $T$ into $r$ buckets of tasks, where the tasks in the same bucket require teams of the same size. That is, we have $b_1, \ldots, b_r \subset T$ buckets where $b_i \cap b_j = \emptyset, \forall i, j = 1, \ldots, r$ and $\bigcup_{i=1}^{r} b_i = T$. Each bucket $b_i$ is characterised by the required team size $s_i$ by all tasks in $b_i$; i.e., task $s_a = b_i$ if and only if $s_{a_a} = s_i$. Moreover, for any pair of buckets $b_i$ and $b_j$, it holds that $s_i \neq s_j$. Next, we will distinguish three cases when counting the number of feasible team allocations in $G$:

**Case I.** We have exactly as many agents as required by all tasks in $T$, $\sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau = n$. In this case, we seek for partition functions over $T$. The size of $G$ is $\frac{n!}{\prod_{s_i}(s_i)!|b_i|!}$, according to Theorem 3.4.19 in [10].

**Case II.** We have more agents than those required by all tasks in $T$, namely $\sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau < n$. Following example 3.4.20 in [10], we assume one more bucket $b_{r+1}$ containing exactly one auxiliary task, which requires a team of size $s_{r+1} = n - \sum_{i=1}^{r} s_i \cdot |b_i|$. Now there are $|G| = \frac{n!}{\prod_{s_i}(s_i)!|b_i|! \cdot (n - \sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau \cdot |b_i|)!}$ feasible team allocation functions.

**Case III.** We have less agents than the required ones by all tasks in $T$, $\sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau > n$. In this case, first we need to introduce $cover(T, A) = \{T' \subset T : \sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau \leq n \land \exists T' \in T - T' : s_{T'} \leq n - \sum_{\tau \in T'} s_\tau \}$ as the set that contains all the subsets of tasks $T' \subset T$ that along $A$ leads to Case I or Case II, and by adding any $\tau \not\in T'$ in $T'$ leads to Case III. In total there are: $|G| = \sum_{T' \in cover(T, A)} \frac{n!}{\prod_{s_i}(s_i)!|b_i|! \cdot (n - \sum_{\tau \in T} s_\tau \cdot |b_i|)!}$ different feasible team allocation functions, where variables $r, b_1, \ldots, b_r$ and $s_1, \ldots, s_r$ change according to $T'$. The size of set $cover(T, A)$ depends on the total number of agents, and the team sizes required by the tasks in $T$. Note that the number of feasible team allocation functions quickly grows with the number of tasks and agents, hence leading to vast search spaces. This is rather challenging solving our optimisation problem in real life scenarios. For this reason, next section discusses a heuristic methodology to solve our problem.

### 3 OUTLINING A HEURISTIC METHODOLOGY

Here we describe a heuristic methodology to solve the optimisation problem formalised by equation 1. Our methodology consist of two steps: (a) find an initial feasible allocation, and (b) successively improve the initial allocation.

**Initial feasible allocation** In order to find an initial feasible allocation, we use some ‘analytics’ on the tasks and agents at hand. That is, we determine the hardness of finding a suitable team for each task based on the competencies required by the tasks, and the competencies offered by all agents. Then, starting from the hardest task, we look for a size-compliant team that is suitable for the task. That is, we search for a team whose agents possess competencies that are the most similar to some required competence by the task.

**Improve allocation** At this step we iteratively try to improve the initial team allocation. At each iteration, we perform two main operations for this purpose. On the one hand, given two randomly selected tasks $\tau, \tau' \in T$, we try to greedily optimise allocations $g(\tau)$ and $g(\tau')$ using only the agents in $g(\tau) \cup g(\tau')$ and currently unassigned agents (if they exist). On the other hand, we consider all pairs of tasks and search for improving allocations of pairs of tasks by swapping agents between allocations.

### 4 CONCLUSIONS & ONGOING WORK

We tackled the problem of forming multiple teams to allocate them to multiple, distinct tasks, while disregarding team overlaps. We introduced the key elements of the problem, and then we described our optimisation problem. We also characterised the search space of our problem, which grows very large even with a small number of agents and tasks. The large size of our search space motivated the introduction of a heuristic methodology for solving it. Currently we are working towards a systematic evaluation to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. Thus, we are investigating: (i) how to evaluate the quality of the solutions obtained by our heuristic approach, along with the time that it requires, over synthetic data; and (ii) the capabilities of our approach to solve and real-world problems. Our initial results are promising regarding the quality of the solutions obtained by our approach.
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